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UPCOMING TRAININGS AND
EVENTS:

Charlotte/Piedmont:

Foster Care/SNAP Pre-Service 

Orientation July 13 & 14

Saturday's 7/24-8/14

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Holy Trinity Lutheran Church

1900 The Plaza, Charlotte

Med Admin/BBP Training

Tuesday July 6th, 6:30-8:30p.m.

Holy Trinity Lutheran Church

1900 The Plaza, Charlotte

Contact Pamela Morris at (970)

488-9152 to register 

Foster Parents Change Lives

(Right) Wilmington IAFT
Care Coordinator Raven

Coots attended a
Juneteenth Networking

event with foster
parents Valarie Lingo
and Yolanda Blount-

Wood!
 

(Left) LSC celebrated
Juneteenth by hosting a

virtual agency-wide 
 celebration! Members

from all over the agency
logged on via Zoom to

view a presentation and
engage in discussion
around the holiday!



TRAININGS AND EVENTS
CONTINUED:

Raleigh/Triangle:

Zoom Med Admin/BBP Training

Saturday July 31, 10:00a.m.-12p.m.

Zoom Documentation Training

Saturday July 31, 1:00-2:00 p.m.

CPR/First Aid Training

Thursday August 12 6:00-9:00 p.m.

Raleigh Office, in person

Please contact Carmen Abreu-Riley

at (919) 861-2804 to register for

trainings.

 LINKS:
FOSTERING NC ONLINE

TRAINING 

 

LUTHERAN SERVICES CAROLINAS
WEBSITE

 
FOSTER FAMILY ALLIANCE OF NC

 

 

 

"YOU MAY KILL ME WITH
YOUR HATEFULNESS. BUT
STILL, LIKE AIR, I'LL RISE."

-MAYA ANGELOU

https://fosteringnc.org/on-demand-courses/
https://fosteringnc.org/on-demand-courses/
https://lscarolinas.net/
https://www.ffa-nc.org/resources-1


SAVE THE DATE
NACAC Annual Conference is July 20-23, 2021

Join us VIRTUALLY for the 4-day educational event
covering a wide variety of foster care and adoption

topics. 
 

Attendees will be able to participate live online,
listen to recorded sessions, or do both. Each

registration is open for one adult OR a parenting
couple viewing the sessions together. Click the

button below for more information!

Freedom Fest
Freewater Church

11141 Old U.S. Hwy 52
Winston-Salem, NC 27107

*Join FC Recruiter Genevive
Traversy on July 4th

beginning at 11 a.m. for a free
event for the whole family
including bouncy houses,

food, and games!*

UPDATES
FROM

AROUND THE
AGENCY

NACAC
REGISTRATION

 

HiToms Games at Finch Field are a
great summer activity for families

in the Triad Area!
Join FC Recruiter Genevive Traversy

Sunday July 18 at 3 p.m. and
Thursday July 22 at 7 p.m. at her

LSC Foster Care booth the HiToms
game! If you would like to assist

Genevive at her booth with
recruiting please contact her at

(603) 553-5390.

https://www.nacac.org/get-training/conference/?utm_source=BenchmarkEmail&utm_campaign=March_Family_Newsletter&utm_medium=email


WATER SAFETY RESOURCES

"Pool Safety" a video that teaches the "safer 3" approach to potential hazards
around pools and spas,
A "Rip Current Survival Guide" and, 
Water and safety tips from the Office of  North Carolina's State Fire Marshal 

Summer if officially here!

For many of us, this means more time near water as a way to have fun and beat
the heat.

Of course, even when they're having fun, foster and adoptive parents and
kindship caregivers always have safety in mind. To help them when they're at
the beach, pool, or near other bodies of water, FOSTERINGNC.ORG offers:

CLICK HERE to find these resources on FOSTERINGNC.ORG, which is brought to
you by the NC Division of Social Services and its training partners. 

With best wishes for a safe and happy summer, 

The FOSTERINGNC.ORG Team
 

https://fosteringnc.org/
https://fosteringnc.org/videos-podcasts/
https://fosteringnc.org/
https://fosteringnc.org/


FROM THE CLINICAL DIRECTOR

BY LARRY LAM LCSW, LISW-CP, MPH

1-800-HELPING
FROM THE CLINICAL DIRECTOR

Hello all! I'd like to focus this month on the use of social media with our foster care youth. It is a
topic that is very difficult to navigate as parents since it's something that we never had to navigate
as youth ourselves. The blueprint simply doesn't exist, and we are left to make it up as we go along.

While this newsletter entry won't give you any specific plans on how to do it, I hope that this
information helps inform your decisions in how to allow a foster care youth to use social media and

to help you form your role in supporting them.
For starters, I am going to lead this discussion using a strengths perspective. Instead of focusing

solely on the risks and the negative behaviors, I choose to focus on identifying and building
strengths to help reduce risk and negative behaviors in the future. Much like teaching a teenager

how to drive, you typically steer your teaching to building skill strengths in the teenager so that they
are more prepared to handle the different scenarios that could exist in the future. The role for you,

the foster parent, is more about supervising and teaching, making corrections, allowing the youth to
make mistakes, building on and drawing on strengths, and building the youth's confidence and

skills. If you notice, I did not mention punishment or lecturing as both interventions typically take a
deficits approach.

The first hurdle is deciding when your youth is ready for social media. Every situation is different and
you will need to lean on your team to help make this decision. Some parents believe that their 8

year old is mature enough to handle social media while other parents have a difficult time allowing
their immature 16 year old to engage. I cannot fairly answer this question for everyone in one

newsletter. Please confer with your team about the pros and cons as you make this decision. One
huge factor I would like everyone to consider is to determine what type of strengths and skills you

need to help build in your youth before you have come comfort in allowing them to use social
media. 

I would like many of you to view social media and technology use as similar to the way we would
pass notes in class or the hallways, talk on the phone after school even after spending all day with
our friends, or hanging out at each other's homes with the door closed to a bedroom. Social media

is simply a new form of this socialization. Much like ourselves when we were young, it takes skill
development to successfully navigate these social situations. Our foster care youth tend to be less

skilled in these areas so they will need more support from you to help them build skills. 
One recent meta-study, which is a study that combines many different studies done over the years,

was able to identify general themes for foster care youth with regards to social media use. In
general, many youth in foster care were able to properly identify the risks involved with using social

media: sexual exploitation, cyber bullying, distracting from goals, and difficulty navigating
relationships online. Youth also identified how social media use supported their relationships in life:

finding or maintaining connections with biological family, making or keeping friendships or
romances, and improving existing relationships that are developed offline.  

 



FROM THE CLINICAL DIRECTOR
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The biggest takeaway here is that the majority of foster care youth know the dangers that lurk in the
digital world and they know that social media might be the only option to help keep them

connected with people who are important to them. It's a difficult scenario for them when they face
restricted use.

Finally, there is a world of variation in how to monitor our kids' social media use. For some parents,
you will require that you have access to their accounts (either by having their password or being a

"friend" to them). This can both be helpful and it can also create a scenario where a youth will have a
second, secret account. I can't say with any confidence what to choose there. I can say, though, that
the biggest help that you can provide to your youth is to develop a strong, healthy relationship with

them. They will be more likely to seek help when they are having issues on social media and the
data is very conclusive in showing that adult mediation is very helpful in reducing stress associated

with social media use. Again, less lecturing and punishing and more supporting and allowing
mistakes to occur.

Please seek the advice of your team as your navigate this tricky world of new technology. While the
internet is full of articles with advice, the support from your team is very specific to the youth in your

home. Your Lutheran worker can always reach out to me for help with any unique circumstances
you might be facing. Enjoy the month of July!




